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ABSTRACT

Theoretical models indicate limits on core beta ranging from

a few percent to 10-20% depending on the models and/or assumptions.

Some of the parameters that enter into these beta limits are: the

ratio of the ring radial scale length to the average radius of cur-

vature, e - &'/Rc>
 tl>e ratio of the cold to the hot plasma density,

fR "
 n

coii/
nhot»

 t h e ratios of the hot electron drift frequency to

the ion cyclotron frequency, "^/"^^ a n d t o t n e d r* f t Alfvén fre-

quency OJ ,./kVA; the ratio of the ring electron temperature to the

core ion temperature, T_/T,; the ring beta B,; etc.

Because of uncertainties in extrapolating results of simpli-
fied models to a reactor plasma, the above parameters that influ-
ence the beta limits cannot be determined accurately at the pre-
sent time. Also, reasonable changes .within the models and/or
assumptions are seen to affect the core beta limits by almost an
order of magnitude. Hence, at the present, these limits cannot be
used as a rigid (and reliable) requirement for ELMO Bumpy Torus
(EBT) reactor engineering considerations. However, sensitivity
studies can be carried out to determine the boundaries of the
operating regime and to demonstrate the effects of various modes,
assumptions, and models on reactor performance (Q value). First
the nodes believed to limit the core B and ring plasma performance
are discussed, and the simplifications and/or assumptions involved
in deriving these limits are highlighted. Then, the implications
of these limits for a reactor «re given.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT), the stability requirements of
ring and core plasmas are closely coupled, and their interaction
defines stable operating regimes of both plasmas and determines
core S limits [1-3]. The economic viability of an EBT reactor
improves significantly if the average core beta *B r > exceeds
M.0% and an average "minimum-B" stabilization requires 6 , >
10-15Ï [1,41. r l n g

The role of high B, hot electron rings in maintaining the
stability of the toroidal plasma against flute and interchange
modes may be seen from Fig. 1 and the simple stability criterion
given below [1]:

(p- + ypD'/D) (U- - p' f d*/B3) > 0 (1)

where V - f dl/B and ' - d/d*>. For stability, Eq. (1) must be
satisfied on each flux surface i|>. In Fig. 1, typical profile*
of f dl/B, the magnetic field B, and the pressures (core and
ring) are given as a function of the radius at the midplane.
Equation (1) Indicates that in the central plasma region, stabi-
lity is attained if either p' • 0 or pTJ > -YpB'; i.e., pres-
sure gradients may be stably supported up to some critical slope.
At the inside of the plasma edge, where p' < 0 and U' > 0 and in-
creasing, somewhat larger pressure gradients can fee tolerated
because (see Fig. 1) 0' (inside edge) > V (central region).
Finally, at the outer edge where p -*• 0, p" < 0, and V < 0, sta-
bility is possible if |p'| < \V\lf dl/B3. Thus, the electron
ring modifies the B field and f dl/B in such a way as to stably
support plasma pressure gradients in the regions in which they
are largest. The stability threshold is then related to the
critical value of ring beta required to make D" < 0, where 0"
may be written as

0" - - i dl(K/r + »B/3*)/B2 < 0 (2)

for stability. Considering the regions of positive and negative
curvature K for field lines and using the appropriate scale
lengths, one then finds the necessary value of ring beta to re-
verse the gradient* is to be given as follows [1]:

^ring'crit
2tl R (3)

where A « ring «cale length and K * magnetic radius of curva-
ture (midplane). This xing beta (&ri **• 5-15Î) agrees with the
experimental observation of the transition to the quiescent mod»
of operation (C-T transition [5]).

Both magnetohydrodynamlc (HHD) models [1] (derived from modi-
fied energy principle) and kinetic models in slab geometry [2-3]
show that the core plasma is stabilized only if the ring beta ex-
ceeds the critical value given by Eq. (3) that is required to pro-
duce a distinct local minimum in B. At higher values, of ring beta,
the earlier decoupled HHD calculations [1] indicated stable core
betas to be as high as the ring beta (B c o r t "» 3O-40X). Coupled
kinetic calculations [2-3], on the other hand, indicate a satu-
ration in core beta to values near 0(8 - ) . The various aspects
of the EBT stability were treated in a recent workshop, and a
compilation of the papers can be found in Kef. [6].

In the present experiments, the core S is limited to B <
0.5Ï because of transport and heating considerations (smell size

) Xas well) rather than stability, whereas B
r i

10-40X is routinely 213



attained and the stabilization of a low B plasma by the hot

electron rings has been amply demonstrated [5]. Experimental

confirmation of high g predictions are not possible at the

present time. However, the next planned device. The EBT Proof-

of-Prlnciple (EBT-F) experiment, is expected to have 6 values

on the order of a few percent that could be able to test a one of
the predictions.

In this paper, we will briefly discuss the results of coupled
core-ring stability calculations, the stability of the hot elec-
tron rings, and the implications of these stability limits for a
reactor.

2. COUPLED CORE-RING STABILITY LIMITS

At present, EBT stability calculations have indicated the
existence of three nodes which can limit the core 6, core density,
and ring density; these are the core interchange, the compres-
sional Alfvln wave stability, and the hot electron interchange
[6-8]. For simplicity, these are often treated as separate nodes
and will be considered as such in the following. However, calcu-
lations in slab geometry which take all three modes into account
indicate that [9-10] in certain parameter ranges two of these
modes can become coupled, resulting in lower stability boundaries
than would be found by considering each mode separately [8].
Such coupling requires further examination in the reactor case,

2.1 Core interchange and HHD ballooning nodes

These are low frequency modes and are identified as the modes
responsible for the quiescent mode 'of operation (C-T transition
[5]). These codes are driven by the magnetic drifts u., and dia-
magnetic drifts uA. of the hot electrons. Therefore, Cue stability
boundary is sensitive to the hot electron distribution function.
They are stable if [2-3]

Bring

8core " B* ï

(4a)

<4b)
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where a •*> 2-4, depending on the hot electron distribution function,

e - 4/Rc is ths ring radial scale length divided by the radius of

curvature within the ring length, and 6̂  is the perpendicular com-

ponent of the hot electron pressure (beta). The first inequality

[Eq. (4a), which is the sane as Eq. (3)] is the requirement that

the hot electrons form a magnetic well, and the second inequality
is the fundamental S limitation in that well, which is nor-

core
Bally in the 5-15Z level for a reactor.

The estimate given by Eq. (4b) 1B based on a slab model that
neglects variations along the field lines. Such variations have

been taken into account in a generalized energy principle [11] de-
rived for low frequency modes (u « u^. • «*_)• Preliminary esti-
mates of the beta limit from the energy principle indicate values
in the same range as Eq. (4b). However, by taking into account
details of the equilibrium fields and modifications introduced in
K c by supplementary field shaping [i.e., aspect ratio enhancement
(ARE) and symmetrizing (SYM)] coils [12], it may be possible to
optimize the BA limit to higher values than would be predicted by
the simplified local slab theory.

2.2 Compressional Alfvén sodé

The compressional Alfvén mode places a limitation on the core
plasma density [8-10]. This does not appear to be a severe prob-
lem for either present-day or reactor-like devices provided the
mode is sufficiently localized to the ring region. For radial
wavelengths on the same order as the ring thickness (k A > 1), a
local slab model predicts [8] for stability

kM » *<W"m <5)

where kf » k| + k|; kr - 2n/A with n « 1, 2, ... ; kfl - m/a with

m » 1, 2, ... and a the plasma radius; V^ is the Alfvén velocity;

Ag = 2A/BR is the finite 6 ring VB scale length; and ufi - kgVB

(• u ^ ) is the VB hot electron drift frequency.

2.3 Hot electron interchange node

The hot electron interchange mode results in a lower limit
on the ratio n , ./n, (= n _ /n . ) . This mode is stable in

cola not core ring
the local slab model [8] if

<«VA/âBRc>Vkl)2 (6)

It is conjectured in R*fs. [8-10] that this mode could exist near
the T-K transition in EBT [5], «specially when its coupling with
the compreseional Alfven mode is taken Into account. For a re-
actor, this mode will result in an upper limit on the hot electron
beta (Bg)> but this should be in ixci» of what is required to re-
verse the magnetic fitld gradient and create a well.

3. STABILITY OF HOT ELECTROH RIMGS

As has been observed in earlier electron cyclotron heating
(ECH) experiments in simple mirrors [13], the rings themselves nay
be subject to various macroscopic and microscopic instabilities.

One of the more fundamental electron ring stability limits is
the mirror instability, which may be related to a loss of equilib-
riua. Conditions for the stabilization of this aode (driven by
pressure anisotropy pj » P|j) relate to properties of the ECH



process, particularly che effective (mirror) ratio at the re-
sonant magnetic field. In both theory and experiment 113], if

/ V l < / «^
g y

Bres/Bmin * U2' then V T H l~ <Bres/BBres/Bmin res/BBin c a n b e k e p t be"n
low a certain threshold and the plasma is relatively free of the
instabilitiy. In addition, a class of MHD instabilities occurs;
these are flute interchanges at fairly low values of ring beta
and finite beta ballooning modes. Interchange modes have been
examined using both guiding center theory [14] and Vlasov-Maxwell
kinetic models [15]. These show that the modes could be stabi-
lized by the self-dug well, provided BR i 15% [IV], and by the pre-
sence of sufficient cold plasma density £15]. At sufficiently
high ring beta, ballooning mod^s are also energetically possible,
but kinetic treatments of these instabilities have indicated
that they may be significantly stabilized by the large drift
frequency of the hot electrons relative to the ion cyclotron
frequency [4] and by the presence of cold plasma [16].

Host of the possible ring microinstabilities are driven by
the anisotroplc nature of the ring distribution function. Such
modes could potentially, have an adverse effect on ring power
balance. However, it has been experimentally observed that
nearly classical ring energy losses are obtained if off-resonant
heating is applied [17], An example is the Whistler instability»
which is an electromagnetic mode. A relativistic analysis [18]
of this instability indicates that sufficient relativistic spread
in the electron cyclotron frequency results in resonant particles
in the high energy tail contributing damping rather than growth.
Such instabilities could be suppressed by building up the tail
density of hot electrons to some critical level. A recent study
[19] indicates a similar damping effect; however, the instability
persists if T. /T.. is large enough. A second type of microinBta-
bility is the Timofeev half-harmonic modes. These are electro-
static modes and are commonly seen in ELMO but not in EBI. The
modes are stabilized if T|| /Tx is sufficiently large (I.e., if
T../T̂  > 1/6) [20]. In the experiments this is attained by added
off-resonant heating [17],

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR A REACTOR

.As discussed in the previous sections, the theoretical models
have indicated the existence of several modes that can limit the
performance of the ring and core plasmas. All of these analyses
predict a stable finite beta operating regime with reasonable and
self-consistent parameters. However, predicted limits on core
beta range fron 6t i< few percent to BA > 10-20Î for reasonable but
different parameters and/or assumptions within the same model.
Some of the parameters that enter into these beta limits are a,
c - 4/Ro. VRC. *k " W h a t * Udh/Uci' "W'V VTi> BR' etC-
Some of these parameters change significantly in going from
present-day experiments to reactor-like devices* Because of un-
certainties in extrapolating results of simplified models to a
reactor plasma, dependence of stability limits on the above para-

meters cannot be determined accurately at the present time. In
the following, we will show the sensitivity of the reactor Q
value to so»! of these uncertainties. It should be pointed out
that it is not clear what the nonlinear consequences of the
various instabilities will be and it is not clear that the sys-
tem has to be stable against all of the possible modes.

The core interchange is one of the moat serious modes that
will limit the core B, with two key parameters a and e determin-
ing this limit; core plasma is' stable if 6* < ae [see Eq. (4b)].
Depending on the hot electron distribution function and details
of the equilibrium fields, a varies from 2 to 6. An accurate
determination of e « A/R in a reactor requires knowledge of the
ring thickness A and the radius of curvature K , both of which
are difficult to extrapolate at the present tine. Using scaling
data from the present experiments, c - 10"2 - 5 < 10"2 is likely
in a reactor. In the experiments, the hot electron rings form
at the location of the second harmonic (u i< 2u ) resonance with
a radial half-width A of a few hot electron gyrondii p _ [13].

For ring temperatures characteristic of past, present, and near-
term ECU experiments (TR < 1.5 MeV), drag losses dominate [13]
and ring energies are limited by nonediabatic particle behavior,
obeying p -/A. t 5-6 x 10"2 scaling [21]. In a reactor, the ring

GK D
temperature (TR >, 2 MeV) is expected to be In a radiation domi-
nated regime, and ring energies will be Halted by radiation
cooling.

Defining » reactor Q value that is roughly the ratio of the
fusion power produced (?ch ̂  B2»*) to the Ting sustaining power
(PJlR •>• BRBJJ •>. f^BJjBj) and taking into account, the appropriate
conversion efficiencies, the overall Q_ (Q , . ) value can be
given as [13,22] E e l « « l c

(7)

Q E - 7.7

= 4 x 10 1 8 • fR • e"' 'DT
where Vp and VR are the toroidal and ring plasma volumes (Vp/VR -
1.3/e for a system with • mirror ratio of ̂ 2-2.3), Bt i» n^Tg/BJ!
is the toroidal core plasma beta near the vicinity_of the ring
(which enters in the stability calculations), k - nVn» » T/TA is
the profile factor, (tii T/B2 t Btfc

z/2 is tlie volume average core
beta,, v is the relativistic factor, and G(r,BA) is given by

G(Y,IV - - 1 + 1.3 x 10"lt(Y2 - DVB»]" 1 . (8)

Figure 2 shows the variation of °-E/
f
R with the ring tempera-

ture for the possible range of uncertainty levels Involved in e
and a. As pointed out earlier, the stability of hot electron
rings requires an appreciable cold electron density component
near the vicinity of the rings and the value of f_ in a reactor 2fS



is OdO'-lO 2). This leads to Q_ values ranging from as low as
few (1-2-5) to -vSO depending en the uncertainties in ring scale
lengths (Fig. 2a) and B* limits (Fig. 2b). It can be seen from
Fig. 2 that at low temperatures (T < 1.5 MeV), where drag losses
dominate» Q_ indicates an almost inverse linear dependence to ring
scale lengths for fixed a (basically dependence on ring volume
and not on core beta 8»). At high ring temperatures (TR » 1
MeV), there is an almost linear dependence of QE on BA for fixed
scale lengths.

As pointed out, the compressional Alfvén mode does not ap-
pear to be a severe problem for a reactor and imposed core den-
sity limitations are in excess of what is needed in a reactor.
However, the hot electron drift node, which Is stable (see Refs.
[4.16]) if

"dh ci and
old'"hot

(9)

or the hot electron interchange, which is stable (ace Ref. [8]) if
Eq. (6) is satisfied or, alternatively,

V
(10)

requires careful analysis and trade-off. In a reactor, achieving
the first inequality in Eq. (9) will require cither very energetic
0(>10 MeV) electrons or very «mall A, i.e., very snail e. Simi-
lar conclusions can be drawn from Eq. (10); however, the picture
is somewhat complicated because of the involvement of various
mode numbers (fc./l^). In both cases there is a trade-off between
the hotter electrons, which cause severe radiation losses, and
smaller e (smaller A), which lowers the 6A limit. This trade-off
can be seen from Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1

Typical profiles of U ï f Hit. the magnetic fitld S, and
the preMurea (core and Ting) are given aa a function of
radius at the mldplane. Kings Modify f dl/B and B to
support pressure gradients in regions where they are
largest.

Fig. 2 Variation of overall reactor QE value (for given
fR - n

c o ia /n
n o t^ "i** r i n 8 temperature indicates

(a) an almost inverse linear dependence to ring scale
lengths for fixed a at low ring temperatures (T_ <
1.5 MeV, QE i. 1/e t> I/ring volume) that i s basically
due to change in ring volume and (b) an almost linear
dependence on a or SA(* ae) ."or fixed scale lengths
at high ring temperatures. The value of f- in a re-
actor i s '"'"1 '"2*
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